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Class 14 :  
Clusters of galaxies and dark matter 

  Clusters of galaxies 
  Measuring the mass of a galaxy cluster 
  What’s larger than a galaxy cluster? 
  Dark Matter and particle physics 
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I : The Cosmic hierarchy 

  Stars    1Msun=2x1030kg 
  Star clusters 

  Open cluster  10-102 stars 
  Globular clusters  104-106 stars 

  Galaxies   108-1012 stars 

  Galaxy clusters  few – 103 galaxies 

  Galaxy clusters are the largest 
bound objects in the Universe 

… and there’s one more level… 

Virgo cluster 

Virgo cluster 
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Coma cluster 

II : Clusters and groups 

  Anything from a few to >1000 galaxies 
  Small clusters are called “galaxy groups” 
  Most galaxies in Universe are in such groups 
  The Milky Way and Andromeda are the major 

members of the “Local Group” 

  For large clusters… 
  Large fraction of galaxies are elliptical (very few 

spirals/disks) 
  The galaxies are, in fact, only a small part of the 

mass 
  There is about 10x more mass contained in hot 

(107-108K) gas that fills space between galaxies 
(intracluster medium) 
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Coma cluster in X-ray 
(XMM-Newton observatory) 
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III : Measuring the mass of 
galaxy clusters 
  Three basic techniques… 
  Examine orbits of galaxies 

  Use galaxies as “test-particles” 
  Same idea as using stars to measure mass of galaxy 

  Examine the “atmosphere” of hot gas 
  Measure density & temperature of host gas using X-

ray observations 
  Can then derive cluster mass by assuming 

hydrostatic equilibrium 

  Gravitational lensing 
  Let Einstein do the work! 
  Measure mass via deflection of light 

IV : Dark Matter 

  These methods reveal that clusters 
contain large quantities of dark matter… 
  Approx 5x more dark matter than normal 

matter (including the hot ICM) 
  Bullet cluster : dark matter distributed 

differently to normal matter… rules out 
alternative gravity models at cluster scales 

  Believed to be the “nodes” of a vast web/
skeleton of dark matter 
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So… what is dark matter??? 


